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Crown Gear® is run by ordinary fitness freaks, just like 
you. Our goal with every product, every innovative new 

development, every sale, is to improve your workouts 
and adventures. We provide high-quality, affordable 

sport and fitness accessories, so you can focus on your 
workout and your goals, without worrying about quality, 

comfort, or durability. In fact, we provide a 1-year 
hassle-free replacement guarantee on many of our 

products – although we don't think you'll need it.



WEIGHTLIFTING 
GLOVES
Conquer your workout with Crown Gear’s premium 
weightlifting gloves. Made of flexible leather with 
strategic padding, our weightlifting gloves can 
drastically improve your grip. Designed to combat 
blisters and calluses, these weightlifting gloves are 
constructed with the ultimate wrist support.
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Crown Gear’s Dominator Gloves are 
comfortable and easy to remove providing a 
more effective workout. Durable and practical, 
they allow you to work beyond your natural grip 
limit, so you can work out the muscle groups 
you’re targeting, not just your hands. The 
gloves contain stretch fabric in key areas to give 
a close fit while allowing ease of movement.

High-Quality, Soft Leather

Easy to Remove Pull Tabs Built-in Wrist Support

Strategic Padding

Features:



DOMINATOR
Weightlifting gloves with built in wrist support

Available in: S, M, L, XL, XXL

$65.97

Crown Gear® Dominator gloves feature 
advanced weightlifting technology, 
including a new generation industrial 
strength velcro and a fully integrated wrist 
wrap for maximum support and results.

To maximize comfort and protection, the 
Dominator glove is molded with high-
performance, premium padding that covers all 
the key contact areas, maximizing comfort and 
protection while ensuring you get a firm grip.

Taking off the gloves after exercise 
is extremely hassle-free with the 
pull tab designs on the fingers.
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Durable & 
High Quality

Premium Palm 
Protection



Crown Gear® Dominator X weightlifting gloves 
use only the highest quality materials with 
perforated leather that provides ventilation, while 
four way stretch fabrics give you the flexibility 
and ease of movement you need to conquer the 
gym. Dominate your workout with an extra-long, 
full-length wrist wrap that provides joint support 
while making the gloves easy to adjust.
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Full Length Wrist Support Wrap

Pull-Off" Tab System for Easy 
Removal

Better Traction

Vibration Reduction

Features:



DOMINATOR X
Weightlifting gloves

Available in: S, M, L, XL, XXL

$89.97

Modeled with advanced 3D technology, 
you can feel confident that you won't 
experience blistering after you complete 
your workout due to the "Multi-Zone" 
palm and finger protection.

Increased 
Traction

4-Way Stretch 
Fabrics
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Designed with premium perforated & 
breathable genuine soft leather, your hands 
will remain sweat-free during your workout, 
allowing you to feel more secure in your grip.
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Strong enough to withstand a rough workout and still 
protect your hands. With 3D molding that creates a 
snug and comfortable fit, the Soldier weightlifting 
gloves provide protection at key points in your hands, 
including the knuckles, side and palm.

Combat your workout with a complete wrist wrap 
that gives integrated wrist support and anti-slip gel 
printing to increase grip safety. Reduce sweat and 
improve comfort from a strenuous workout with the 
Soldier Military gloves that keeps sweat away from 
the palm and reduces the risk of related injuries.

Double Stitching

Industrial Strength Velcro Knuckle Protection

Gel Grip Print

Features:



SOLDIER
Military Style Weightlifting Workout Gloves

$49.97
Available In:

Military Green

Desert Tan

Available in: S, M, L, XL, XXL

The Crown Gear® Soldier 
gloves are designed with 
non-slip gel prints in key areas 
to increase grip and safety.

Ventilation to 
Reduce Sweat

Padded Knuckle 
Protection

With rubber padded capsules on the 
knuckles to protect them from injury, 

you'll never have to worry about 
getting hurt during your workout.
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FITNESS GEAR
When it comes to your workout, everyone 
has their own preferences when it comes to 
technique. The type of gear you choose will 
vary depending on your fitness goals. 

Crown Gear ® fitness gear is designed to let 
you move and lift freely while also providing 
critical support.
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Increase your reps overnight with the Crown 
Gear® weightlifting hooks. Many weightlifters 
are limited by their grip strength, which prevents 
them from maximizing their strength and power. 
Our weightlifting hooks allow you to work beyond 
your grip strength, so you don’t have to put your 
training on hold while your hands catch up.
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Solid Steel Hooks w/ Non-Slip 
Coating

High-Quality Fabrics Cushioned Wrist Support

Suitable For Both Men 
& Women

Features:



WEIGHTLIFTING HOOKS
With Cushioned Wrst Straps

$49.97
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Because the hooks have non-
slip coatings, they prevent your 
hands from slipping, so you can 
concentrate more on your form.

With the velcro closure you 
can adjust the 3"x12" wrap 

to suit your workout needs.

One Size Fits Most

272
kg

Up to a 600lb 
Pull Rating
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Durable Stretch Fabrics

Thumb Loop for Easy WrappingCompetition Grade Support

Features:

One Size Fits Most  3"x12" Wrap

Push yourself to the extreme and diminish the risk 
of injury without losing power or flexibility with our 
premium weightlifting wrist support wraps. Crown 
Gear® wrist wraps are designed to let you move and 
lift freely while also providing critical support.

These wrist support wraps are designed to be easy 
to use, especially with our thumb loop which helps 
make wrapping simple. A strong, durable, yet stretchy 
fabric provides a balance between support and 
flexibility, allowing you to lift with more confidence.



WEIGHTLIFTING STRAPS
Weightlifting Wrist Support Straps

$21.97
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Freely adjust the tension of 
your wrist wrap with the 
attached thumb loop to ensure 
your wrap will remain tight on 
your wrist during your workout.

One Size Fits Most

Maximize 
Gains

Relieve Wrist 
Pain
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Tough & Durable Material

Designed for WeightliftersCompetition Quality Belt

Features:

Easy to Use Design

Crown Gear products are designed to help you meet 
your goals. While providing back support across 
a wide range of lifts and resistance exercises, the 
Commander belt is also easy to use. It's quick to 
adjust, so you can maintain the perfect fit as your 
body shape changes, and has a hand U-loop, letting 
you keep gloves, hooks or a locker key right at hand.



COMMANDER
4" Weightlifting Belt for Back Support

$59.97
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The U-Loop can be used 
to attach your locker key 

or other weightlifting 
accessories.

Get the perfect fit 
every time with the 

adjustable, Industrial 
Strength Velcro Closure. 

Available in: XS, S, M, L, XL
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Competition 
Ready
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